IT Project Manager
You are interested in a new challenge and think routine is boring?
We would like to have you in our team as soon as possible!
We are looking for people who want to try something new.
»

You consider project management to be your personal passion and enjoy taking on responsibility within the scope of
projects.

»

At our company, you act as a central contact person, both for our customers and as an interface to our product
management and star/trac technology, and accompany our projects with commitment from the initial idea to practical
success. As IT Project Manager you are responsible for transparency and clarity of project content/planning. You identify
and address problem areas quickly and effectively, enjoy technical challenges, you communicate openly and clearly and
bring the project team to the best solution.

»

Join our interdisciplinary team of experts in Munich, working closely with product managers, project managers, testers
and architects.

Your profile
»

You are a team player with strong communication skills and the ambition to see your performance reflected in
sustainable projects.

»

You are enthusiastic about technology

»

You have completed a technical or business degree or comparable

»

You have practical experience in IT project management, process consulting or development

»

You bring a high level of commitment and the ability to work independently

»

You have a convincing appearance and enjoy team-oriented work

»

You can listen actively and analyze customer requirements in a profound way

»

Du hast sehr gute englische und deutsche Sprachkenntnisse in Wort und Schrift

We…
»

are an innovative software and system house for logistics applications located in Munich and Debrecen, Hungary

»

automate and optimize transport handling at our customers' major industrial sites with our product flow

»

are market and technology leaders, integrating state-of-the-art technologies from OCR systems, sensor technology and
modern smartphone apps.

»

create added value for global companies such as BASF, BAYER, Henkel, Wacker and many more.

»

are pragmatic, experienced, solution-oriented and with hands-on mentality

»

offer flat hierarchies without bureaucratic hurdles

»

offer home office, free drinks and snacks in the office, professional fitness training and joint events.

»

naturally offer good conditions!
We look forward to getting to know you!

Please send your application to:recruiting@star-trac.de
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